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Dear Students,

“Success is no accident. It is hard work, perseverance, learning,
studying, sacrifice and most of all, love of what you are doing or
learning to do.”
― Pelé, Brazillian pro footballer

MESSAGE OF GREETINGS

At the outset, I would like to convey my good wishes to all the students appearing for the November 2022
examinations.

During the last month we had conducted marathon sessions form 14th October to 22nd October 2022 for
the students who are writing examination of Final and Intermediate in November, 2022.This “Revise and
Recall Marathon Session” of the each subjects has been conducted with an object of exam oriented way
by the expert faculties of each subject. It was well appreciated one and a good number of students utilised
this online sessions. We are sure that was a useful session to revise all of your subjects before the exam. I
express my sincere thanks and gratitude to the faculties, Dean of SIRC and the coordinators of SIRC for
the grant success.

Also the mock test series has been conducted by the BOS as series I & II for assessing your preparations.
This exercise will increase your writing skill in the examinations not only in terms of concept of the
subjects but also your psychological strength. 

The SIRC has successfully conducted the regional level CA Students’ National Quiz and Best Presenter
Talent Contest 2022. The final winners at the Regional Level participated in the Grand Finale of the CA
Students’ National Talent Competition conducted by the SSEB (BoS-Operations) on 8th October 2022 at
Bhopal. The winners of the National Level Elocution Contest, organised on 8th June 2022 at New Delhi. I
congratulate the winners. 

I would like to inform you that this year  the SSEB (BoS-Operations) will be organising the International
Student Conference, 2022, at Shilpakala Vedika, Hyderabad, on 2nd & 3rd December 2022. This
International Conference will give you a lifetime experience and an excellent opportunity to learn and to
do the networking with your fellow students.

Next month onwards we will be in full swing after the examination and a new team of SICASA will start
working with more and more new activities. We are having various new ideas for the next month and we
invite all of you to participate in all the SICASA activities. 
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Our Orators forum completed the 51st session on 23rd October, 2022. I congratulate the whole team for
this achievement. I am sure that the participants of this program has acquired a good communication skill
and enhanced their overall personality. Special Congratulations to Nandiswaran and team.

As you are aware, the Council of ICAI has approved the new Proposal of Education and Training, and the
same has been sent to the Ministry of Corporate Affairs for its approval.

"Don't take rest after your first victory because if you fail in second, more lips are waiting to say
that your first victory was just luck".
-APJ Abdul Kalam

Lovingly Yours,
CA.P.Satheesan FCA
Chairperson SICASA

MESSAGE OF GREETINGS



“Stop losing Rs.1,000+ every month upon reading this”

In our daily life filled with plethora of activities we make numerous spontaneous
decisions a day. Not all decisions are rational as we may end up regretting many.
Traditional Economics says that people take informed decisions carefully weighing
costs and benefits and aren’t swayed by their emotions. But such “rational people” live
in a place called nowhere, as they seldom exist. Behavioural Economics blossomed
upon this realisation.

Behavioural Economics (BE) studies social, emotional and cognitive influences on an
individual’s economic decision-making process. Through thinking strategies called
heuristics, our minds take decisions easily without having to spend a lot of time on
research and information analysis. For instance, if we have to board a train in no time,
we are likely to take up a shortcut to avoid traffic congestion (through heuristics).
Unfortunately, if last night’s rain had worsened the road, we might miss the train even
through the shortcut. Thus, heuristics may also result in errors called cognitive bias, as
something that worked in the past perhaps doesn’t work again.

Today, BE is a powerful gimmick used by marketers. Following are some of its
prominent principles, that we need to be aware of either as a consumer or as a future
marketer for our start-up.

1) Power of FREE
“Buy one, get one free” is always more attractive than “Buy two, get 50% off”, though
both give the same benefits. It’s quite natural to love free stuff so much that they may
make us buy things that we never intended to buy.

2) Social Proof
People largely rely on positive reviews and look out to others on what to buy, through
which they gain trust on the brand. 
For Example, in an organ donation drive by UK Government, just the phrase “Everyday
thousands of people who see this page decide to register”, resulted in humongous
registrations.

3) Loss Aversion
The psychological pain from losing Rs.1,000 is more than the pleasure from winning the
same. That’s why marketer always focuses on what we lose when we don’t make a
purchase decision. 
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4) Endowment Effect
We are misled if we think 30 days free trial offered by Netflix will be a loss to the
company. Through customisation offered for products and free trials, consumers get
the feeling of partial ownership and an emotional attachment with the product,
eventually making them buy it.

5) Third Decoy
When a third option, similar yet less desirable option is introduced, it impacts the
consumer’s preference. 

6) Choice Paradox
Offering fewer choices to consumers increases the sales and consumer satisfaction.
Overloading with choices may hamper decision making and often leads to non-
purchase.

7) Anchoring
Consumer heavily rely on the first piece of information offered, and use it as a
benchmark to make decisions. So, marketers generally provide the most expensive
option (called the anchor) first to make subsequent options seem cheaper and
convincing.
As the world evolves, so does our behaviour. Let’s stop rationalising our irrational
decisions and try making informed decisions!
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 Use the phone as a remote control to open a car.
 Use the phone as a remote control to turn ACs on, turn the geyser off, or  change channels on a
TV.
 An online portal to connect music lovers.
 An online portal to sell groceries.
 A service to connect senior citizens with similar interests.
 Home delivery service for diapers, tissues, and other baby products.

Day by day, people in India are coming up with lots of new startup Ideas. Everyone wants to do a
startup; everyone wants to make a billion dollars with his/her startup. But the sad truth is, it is not as
easy as it seems to be. It is not as easy as it seems in movies and web series.

Typically, most startups are founded by students right after college or young professionals. The sad
part of startups in India is that most founders typically sacrifice their career, earnings, personal life, and
professional aspirations to create something that in an overwhelming majority of cases fails (for the
statistics, read the last paragraph).

The first building block of a startup is the idea. Note that in this sense a startup is different from a
traditional business. If I setup a shop that sells chocolates outside a school, I am guaranteed to make
some money. I might not make enough money, or I might be chased away by the civic authorities,
nevertheless, I can still find a way to stay above the poverty line. However, the idea of a startup is very
different. It is a new business model, or a new product that needs to be sold to an upwardly mobile
middle class. They might not like the idea, might not be enthusiastic about it, or there might be many
other competitors with better offerings. Since most startups are internet based, the chances of
competition are very high because the internet nullifies geographical distances.

We are assuming that the group of founders will have technical geeks, legal experts, business honchos,
and sociologists. This is hardly the case. Most founders of startups in India are typically young
professionals. Note that these people typically have good pedigrees, are confident, articulate, and have
an appetite for taking risks. However, this is not sufficient.

Let me consider some examples by suggesting some ideas.

These are some random ideas, and I could come out with more. The only thing that I can guarantee you
is that these will not work! Let us see what is the problem with the first 2 ideas. Most people do not
have a problem with having an extra remote (for TV or AC) around. Secondly, most smart phones have
very low battery lives, and there is no reason to not be able to run the TV when the phone is
discharged. What happens if the owner of a phone with this app goes out for a walk? 

HOW NOT TO STARTUP?
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For idea #3, there are hardly enough music lovers in an area to justify a startup. For idea #4, most
middle-class families will want to touch and feel a vegetable before buying it. They will not trust an
online delivery guy. Idea #5 will bomb for sure because senior citizens are not very tech. savvy, and idea
#6 will not work because already pharmacy stores do home delivery for large orders.

Let us now come to the next important ingredient - money. Money is an important ingredient for almost
everything including a startup. Here again, Indian startups are very different from their western
counterparts. The western startups begin with funding from friends and family, whereas Indian startups
get money from angel investors. Angel investors are venture capital companies that provide funding to
early-stage startups. There is a reason for this trend. In the west, there is a lot of competition among
entrepreneurs to get their hands on venture capital money. As a result, venture capitalists are extremely
cautious in disbursing funds. Consequently, most startups start in a garage with borrowed money, which
often must be returned irrespective of the outcome.

However, the situation in India is very different. Especially for students from premier institutes, a lot of
funding is available. There are many kinds of angel investors in the market. There are some who
genuinely believe in the ``India Story'', there are some who believe in the creative potential of our
youngsters, and then there are some who want to use the VC route to bring in money parked in tax
havens such as Mauritius and Singapore. Irrespective of the source of funds, angel investors are out
there, and are willing to provide a lot of money. This is not necessarily a good trend. Taking money from
friends and family puts a lot of pressure on young entrepreneurs to deliver, and return the money. In this
case, relationships are at stake. However, taking money from a third party, which is pretty much coming
with no strings attached, does not put any real pressure on entrepreneurs to deliver. Founders often leave
startups midway, go abroad for higher studies, or simply get bored.

We have talked about the idea, and money. What next? Well, it is talent, which is by far the most
important factor once the founders have a decent idea and have the financial resources. Who is going to
do the work? Here, again Indian startups are very different. Let us look at Bill Gates, Steve Jobs, and
Larry Ellison. These three distinguished gentlemen are the founders of Microsoft, Apple, and Oracle
respectively. The commonality between all three of them is that they are all technical people, and spent a
good part of their early life writing computer code, making circuits, testing, and debugging their designs.

However, this is not the typical profile of an Indian startup boss. Most of the time, the founders of Indian
startups are business school graduates who might have worked in top finance/consulting companies, or
are technical people without any interest in technical work. They are the ones that carry fancy titles such
as a CEO, CTO, or COO, and there are others who often do the technical work.

HOW NOT TO STARTUP?
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Let us now come to the employees. In today's market finding a good computer programmer is very hard.
This might sound ironical given the number of top colleges that India has; however, this is true. Most of the
students in top institutes are hired by very well-paying multinational firms. It is very hard for a fledgling
startup to match an MNC salary. As a result, startups often must go to other non-premier colleges to scout
for talent. There is a big divide in India between different classes of institutes, and startups would often
find otherwise sincere students that lack sufficient practical skills. It is not wise to invest a lot of money in
training employees for an early-stage startup. They need employees who are all set to begin coding, and
thus being productive. This is seldom the case. It is even harder to find mid-level professionals who can
lead teams. Their salaries are either obnoxiously high, or they have shifted to people management in their
companies. In both cases, such people are not suitable for startups in their early stage.

Let me now summarize this article. I have talked about ideas, funding, and talent. I feel that we fall short
on all these counts, and thus our hi-tech ventures do not work. What is the evidence that I have? Please
visit iSpirt's website, which is the umbrella body of Indian IT/ITES product companies. Here is what it
says. Let us assume that a VC (investor) firm puts in 100 Rs. into startups. Let us see what happens after a
couple of years. In Israel, the investor will get 700 Rs, in the US he will 500 Rs, and in India he will get
110 Rs.

HOW NOT TO STARTUP?

The website says that even the figure of 110 Rs is wrongly calculated because it includes service companies
as well. Additionally, if we adjust the numbers for inflation, there is a net loss. From these statistics, we can
clearly see my reason for writing this blog. There is a big difference in the success rate between an Israeli or
American startup and an Indian startup.

Sunil Jangid
SRO0676319
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There are many roles a man plays just like a woman. THEN WHY ARE MEN BEING PRESSURIZED
BY THE SOCIETY?? Ever given it a thought?

Men are often seen as incompetent, misogynistic, brutish slobs who only think about their pleasures.
Society constantly asks men to choose between being sensitive ninnies or aggressive bullies.

Every person out there demands EQUALITY, which cannot be achieved by misunderstanding the
concept of FEMINISM [It demands equality of the sexes in all respects. So supporting the male gender
does not prove that one is anti-feminist.

In the past, everyone has heard a popular dialogue in Hindi - "Mard ko Kabhi Dard Nahi Hota."
However, every person irrespective of gender has feelings. It is just a matter of expression. More often
females are way too emotional and sensitive. This nowhere makes us conclude that men do not feel pain.
Even a man requires a place where he can cry his heart out when needed. Men suck at handling mental
illness. They are experts at pretending there's nothing wrong - even if they're dying inside.

Men and boys are also unseen victims of rape and sexual assault. The only difference is that there is no
clear language, only a few outlets for them to communicate, and often a society-driven reluctance for
them to come forward.

Many women are unaware of their rights and those who are aware misuse them. Social media is a kind of
platform where if a girl says that so and so the person had molested her or done something wrong to her
everyone blindly and baselessly believes the words of the girl even without asking for proof resulting
being unfair trauma and agony to the innocent men (at times even resulting in suicides).

In a family unit, it has long been assumed that men should be the providers for their families. Even in a
family where the wife is also working, the husband is still held "responsible" for making sure the family
is financially OK.

There are many places where Mothers are still seen as the default parent, the one who is more "natural"
at the act of parenting and taking care of her children. What can a Father do when he is not allowed to
take paternity leave? Working Moms are given maternity leave to take care of the child and so equally
working parenthood & take care of their children. Dads are present in their children’s lives, but Stay-At-
Home-Dads are still not seen. 

WHY PENALIZE THEM FOR BEING A MAN?



Sakshi Agarwal
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And yet, men are not supported in learning about their roles of becoming a father in the same way that
women are taught about becoming mothers. Men also find enormous difficulties when it comes to
divorce and custody. The thoughts will remain unchanged as long as men’s role is restricted as the
financial provider who is incapable of nurturing.

WHY PENALIZE THEM FOR BEING A MAN?



1.Abstract

Rapid urbanization stimulates mobility needs and augments travel demand, creating a
surge in the demand for vehicles. Rising number of vehicles impacts air quality and
increases the country’s dependence on crude oil leading to higher import bills. However,
economic development often involves judicious trade-offs and thus arises a need for
green mobility solutions. Given that, India has pledged to reduce carbon emission
intensity by 33-35% by 2030 (compared to 2005 levels), the emerging automotive
technologies and alternative fuel seem to be the way forward.

However, Despite several new Indian companies entering various parts of the EV value
chain, significant capital infused in the space and large-scale execution efforts, EVs are
not mainstream yet. It is 2022 and it seems we have hit the inflection point for EVs to
take off.

2. Objective

This paper focuses on electric vehicles, their future in India from the perspective of mass
adoption & the strategies to drive demand of EVs in India. It discusses how government
interjection in terms of developing better charging infrastructure and utilizing resources
better by way of V2G business models can help drive EV demand in India.

3.  Introduction

3.1 A Brief Background – What’s the calling?
With the increasing population, increasing urbanization & need for vehicles, "India
presently grapples with a host of environmental issues such as deteriorating air quality in
cities. The transport sector contributes an estimated 142 million tons of carbon dioxide
emissions every year, out of which the road transport segment alone contributes nearly
123 million tons", a recent news headline by NDTV said.

FUTURE OF E-MOBILITY IN INDIA : STRATEGIES TO DRIVE DEMAND
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Major dependence on crude oil which is a volatile commodity and is highly affected by
uncontrollable factors causes the conventional mobility vehicles to become more and
more unaffordable and cost- inefficient at time. Most recent example is the the Ukraine-
Russian War which led to oil prices for next-day delivery for more than doubled.

All these factors combinedly call for an alternative mobility medium to evolve and
become a utility in our day to day lives. So, The Government of India envisions to replace
30 percent of its automobile fleet with electric vehicles by 2030 for powering its vision
of building a sustainable transportation system and lowering carbon emissions, while this
may appear as an appropriate strategic move, introduction of Electric Vehicles (EVs) in
India currently lies at the core of sustainable mobility solutions.

3.2 Evolution and Key Trends

The India electric vehicle market is projected to grow from $1,415.65 million in 2022 to
$47,292.45 million by 2029, exhibiting a CAGR of 65.1 % during the forecast period. The
global pandemic has been unprecedented and staggering with experiencing higher than
anticipated demand across the country compared to pre pandemic levels. Based on the
analysis, the market exhibited a higher growth of 35.66% in 2020 as compared to 2019.

Moreover, the expansion of leading domestic & international players in the country & the
emergence of local startups in the market is also influencing the Indian electric vehicle
market growth.

FUTURE OF E-MOBILITY IN INDIA : STRATEGIES TO DRIVE DEMAND
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On an annual basis,
- the sales for E2W (2 wheelers) segment recorded an increase of 75% in FY2022 over sales in FY2021.
- the combined sales of both passenger and cargo (registered) E3Ws in FY2022 recorded an increase of
102% over sales in FY2021.
- the E-Car sales registered an increase of 275% in FY 2022 over FY2021 sales.
- the E-Bus sales witnessed a jump of 220% in FY2022 over sales in FY2021. PMI Electro Mobility, Tata
Motors, JBM Auto were the top 3 E-Bus players accounting for 78% of the total E-buses sold in FY2022.

3.3 Current Electric Vehicle Ecosystem in India
The cumulative EV sales in India reached 10,90,641 units by the end of FY2022. While the annual EV
sales crossed 4 lakh vehicles in FY2022 with more than 55% of share accounted for by registered electric
two-wheelers (E2W) followed by passenger electric three-wheeler (E3W P) with - 35% market share.

Moreover in India, the level of market maturity also varies according to the state depending on factors,
including demographics, income levels, regulatory landscape, and urbanization. For instance, the state of
Uttar Pradesh, with one of the lowest urbanization rates, has seen significant uptake of electric two- 

FUTURE OF E-MOBILITY IN INDIA : STRATEGIES TO DRIVE DEMAND
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 two- wheelers. Maharashtra, on the other hand, with a higher urbanization rate, has the highest penetration
of electric three-wheelers and passenger cars. Delhi is home to the largest electric commercial vehicle fleet
due to a higher demand for electric buses and trucks.

Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra, Karnataka, Bihar, and Delhi were the top EV selling states between FY2014
and FY2022, accounting for more than 60% of the market share. In terms of FY2022 sales’ share, Uttar
Pradesh, Maharashtra, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, and Delhi were the top EV selling states.

FUTURE OF E-MOBILITY IN INDIA : STRATEGIES TO DRIVE DEMAND
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4. Why EVs have seen limited adoption so far?

It has been 20 years since the inception, and one would have expected electric vehicles to become a norm
and a lifestyle in the country. However, the reality seems to be far from this. When we turn to the Indian
roads of today, we see that about 1 in 125 vehicles is electric, most being three wheelers and two wheelers.
And the narrative around the factors affecting the success of EVs seem to have seen no change in the past
two decades. Before we look at what it takes for mass EV adoption in the country, let’s check out why we
failed to make EVs mainstream.



4.1 Lack of Product Innovation

So far, companies failed to spotlight the practicality of an electric vehicle for the value-conscious Indian
consumers. Sustainable performance was not built into the product and EVs failed to provide a satisfactory
range suitable for inter city travel.

FUTURE OF E-MOBILITY IN INDIA : STRATEGIES TO DRIVE DEMAND
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4.2 Cost Concerns

For two-wheelers and four-wheelers, EVs are sold at a 20% and 50% premium respectively as compared
to the Internal Combustion (IC) vehicles. This high upfront cost is not favorable for the value-conscious
Indian consumers who would rather prefer a cheaper IC vehicle. With the increase in size of the vehicle,
the price delta increases too.

4.3  Lack of Charging/ Swapping Infrastructure

This comes as no surprise. For six lakh electric vehicles on the road today, we have roughly 2,000 public
charging stations. This poor density of the charging stations is limiting the ease of EV usage. Lack of
battery and charger standardization coupled with high capital intensity of setting up charging or swapping
stations has emerged as a major infrastructural bottleneck.

This is rather a chicken and egg problem where setting up expansive Cap Ex heavy charging
infrastructure would be financially viable for companies only when there is a critical mass of vehicles on
the road. And unfortunately we do not have the required critical mass of vehicles in India today.
At least one charging station should be available in most Indian cities in a grid of 4 km x 4 km, which will
boost a user's confidence. Software companies are developing smart apps that can locate nearby available
charging stations through the transit to avoid charging queues, including dynamic tariff
notifications to avoid peak hour burden.
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4.4 The bottle neck in adoption of e-rikshaws?

In the crowded streets surrounding Delhi’s mass transit hubs, among scores of three-wheelers with
sputtering engines, one can frequently find e-rickshaws, their electric motors humming quietly. These
battery-powered autos offer livelihoods to thousands of people in the capital, provide last mile connectivity
to many more, deliver goods, and reduce air pollution. And yet, they are far from being ubiquitous in
Delhi, or elsewhere in India.

One key barrier to the electric transition in the country is the high upfront cost for borrowers. Another
hurdle is the uncertainty about the longevity and future uses of components like batteries. Moreover, much
of the market in the country is informal, further complicating access to credit. If India wants to create a
climate-friendly, sustainable transport ecosystem, these issues will need to be addressed.

 
5. Strategies to drive EV Demand in India

India is leapfrogging in electric mobility and each stakeholder has been seen spearheading the initiatives to
promote EV adoption in the country. The interplay of these stakeholders is essential for streamlining EVs
in transport systems and in creating a favorable EV ecosystem. Elements comprising the ecosystem include
demand as well as supply-side factors, and enablers that bind these factors together.

5.1 Turn to Total Cost of ownership

Generally, consumers believe that they will incur high costs when they purchase an electric vehicle. While
the upfront cost of an EV is still at a premium, it is important that we look at it from a total cost of
ownership perspective. Total cost of ownership (TCO) is the lifetime cost of running a vehicle that is a
summation of the upfront cost to buy the vehicle, running costs (fuel/charging costs & maintenance costs)
after adjusting the resale value.

A TCO comparison tells us that two-wheeler EVs turnout to be 50% cheaper(over the life of the vehicle)
than an IC vehicle, signaling that the mass adoption for EVs will be driven by two-wheelers. In the case of
four-wheelers, the TCO of an EV is 20% cheaper than its IC counterpart at a 1.5 lakh km run over the
vehicle life.
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5.2 Risingnumber of initiatives & investments undertaken by the government:

1.Demand Side Steps – The significant rise in petrol, diesel costs & increasing governmental regulations
pertaining to CO2 emissions is increasing the product adoption in India. Moreover, government authorities
have introduced various schemes & initiatives in terms of road tax, registration charges, reduced tariff
charges for the manufacture and subsidies for the purchase of battery operated vehicles to encourage sales
of EVs in the country.

2.Supply Side Steps- The Government of India (GoI) initiated the Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of
(Hybrid &) Electric Vehicles in India (FAME-India) Scheme to promote the gradual introduction of
reliable, affordable, and effective electric and hybrid vehicles in line with this action plan (GoI, 2019).The
scheme's first phase was initially approved for a two-year term, beginning on April 1, 2015. From time to
time, the scheme has been expanded, with the last extension allowed for a period up to March 31, 2019.
The GoI approved the FAME-II scheme in February 2019, with a fund requirement of INR 10,000crores
(US$1.3 billion)for the fiscal years 2020 to 2022.



Installation of EV public charging stations may alleviate anxiety among drivers while looking for
similar performances as IC engine vehicles by maintaining their existing activities. Thus, charging
infrastructure needs to focus on high-transit routes with thorough survey, considering a vehicle driver's
safety, ease of access to a location, malls or restaurants at walk-in distance.
At least one charging station should be available in most Indian cities in a grid of 4 km x 4 km, which
will boost a user's confidence.
Lack of fast charging stations can be a hurdle to the inclusion of EVs into the automobile industry. The
time required to fully charge an EV is quite high on a conventional ac bus, whereas fast charging
stations on the go require investment for infrastructure. Unifying charging station ports and parameters
for different car manufacturers and categories is also a major challenge.
EV charging networks in remote areas can be exclusively supported with renewable energy resources
accompanying micro- and macro-grid, as and when available.
Independent EV charging infrastructure when connected with the grid network with renewable sources
makes it more sustainable.
Vehicle-to-grid (V2G)strategies may help improve the reliability and efficiency of the distribution
system and account revenue to EV users and charging station operators if properly implemented energy
and ancillary services markets are in place.
Active Interest of Local Companies in development of overall charging infrastructure in India
propelling market expansion. For ex- IOCL, HPCL, REIL, etc.

5.3 Public Charging Infrastructure & Effective Charging Approach

FUTURE OF E-MOBILITY IN INDIA : STRATEGIES TO DRIVE DEMAND
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5.4 Product Innovation &New Model

People do not buy a Tesla because they want to buy an electric vehicle. They do so because they want to
buy a Tesla. And what makes Tesla what it is? It is the product. New age tech-first OEMs are building
products that are appealing both in terms of design and features and are now attracting customer interest.

- Ola Electric scooter offers top speed of 115kmph, range of more than 150km, phone sensing unlock
through a digital key, voice control, ability to control the vehicle remotely and safety features such as
geofencing alert and tamper alert.
- Ather also offers hi-tech features such as reverse assist, ability to manage the vehicle from the
consumer's smartphone and perform actions like accepting/rejecting calls and playing music.
- New age OEMs are going full-stack. Companies are now going beyond manufacturing and distribution,
and selling directly to consumers, setting up charging infrastructure and providing financing options. This
is key to accelerating initial adoption as customers are assured of charging infrastructure support and
financing. The full-stack approach is going to play an important role in helping EVs reach critical mass on
Indian roads.
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6. The Upside Down- Opportunity in Innovation
The potential of EV mass adoption does not just present a promising mobility opportunity but is also slated
to create a ripple effect in the direction of innovations in other spaces such as FinTech and EdTech.

The FinTech Opportunity
Data gathered from connected EVs can be leveraged to offer embedded finance solutions, for example
personalized insurance. This is an opportunity to leverage massive volume of customers’ mobility data to
provide them with personalized financial services.
The EdTech Opportunity
Platforms centered around upskilling mechanics have the promise to be a lucrative EdTech Opportunity
since EVs would require electrical maintenance from more skilled mechanics.
Competitive Landscape – The Startup Opportunity
The Indian EV market is moderately consolidated with the presence of major players in the market due to
cheap and readily available manpower. The startups are also expanding their presence by raising funds
from investors and tapping into new and unexplored cities. Companies are investing a tremendous amount
in R&D and launching new models to mark their presence in the market.

7. Conclusion

With legacy players coming up to speed and the emergence of disruptive startups, the future of electric
mobility is here, paving the way for several innovations to take shape. Now is the right time for the entire
ecosystem to jump on the EV bandwagon to propel its mass adoption. Progress in product innovation is
going to be relatively more consequential than setting up charging/swapping infrastructure. While four-
wheelers have some catching up to do in terms of the upfront costs and total cost of ownership, the mass
adoption will be set in motion by the two-wheelers. There are infrastructural and demand challenges,
however, the future of electric mobility in India is full of promise - a promise of a more connected,
sustainable, and intelligent mobility landscape.

 Shelly Agarwal
WRO0657707
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Companies that offer a variety of the financial products or services fall under the industry umbrella name of
"banking, financial services, and insurance," or BFSI. This covers businesses that function in one or more
of these financial sectors as well as universal banks that offer a variety of financial services. Commercial
banks, insurance firms, non-banking financial institutions, cooperatives, pension and mutual funds, and
other smaller financial organisations make up the BFSI.

Core banking, retail, private, corporate, investment, and cards are all possible components of BFSI's
banking division. A few examples of financial services are mutual funds, payment gateways, and stock
trading. Both life insurance and general insurance are covered by insurance.

This phrase is frequently used by businesses that manage data processing, application testing, and
software development activities in this field, including information technology (IT), information
technology-enabled services (ITES), business process outsourcing (BPO), and technical/professional
services firms. 

Industry participants believed that the Reserve Bank's "Payments Vision 2025" plan, which calls for a
tripling of the amount of digital payments, was progressive and had the potential to make India a world
leader in payments.

The RBI released its "Payments Vision 2025" document. In it,
they discuss the necessity to compel local processing of payment
transactions in light of rising geopolitical threats, as well as ring-
fencing domestic payment networks. 

Banking Sector in 2025

"E-Payments for Everyone, Everywhere, Everytime" (4Es) is the
overarching topic of the vision papers, with the general goal of
giving every user access to safe, secure, quick, easy, inexpensive,
and convenient e-payment choices.

Anand Kumar Bajaj, founder, MD and CEO,of PayNearby, was of the opinion that inclusion and innovation
are two of the crucial goal-posts of the document put out by the RBI.

“To pursue the collective goal of financial inclusion for all, it is crucial to deepen our engagement with
stakeholders and extend our outreach deeper into the real economy".

“Therefore, engaging with private enterprises that are present in the lives of people and driving commerce
up to the bottom of the pyramid is important,” Kumar noted.

The RBI reports that as compared to March 2019, the volume and value of all digital payments climbed by
216% and 10%, respectively, during the month of March 2022.



The use of paper instruments, on the other hand, has decreased dramatically during the same time period,
with its participation in total retail payments declining from 19.62 percent to 11.47 percent in value and
from 3.83 percent to 0.88 percent in terms of volume.

The central bank had stated in the document's release that "Payments Vision 2025" had been created after
taking suggestions from several stakeholders and advice from the Board for Regulation and Supervision of
Payment and Settlement Systems of the RBI.

1. The finance factory: 
Transactions will be touch less as automation and block chain reach deeper into finance operations. Cloud-
based ERP, automation, and cognitive innovation will advance quickly in the next years, opening up
chances to drastically streamline procedures and release labour. Block chain will only make this tendency
more pronounced. The ability of humans to contribute value will be released when this transformation
picks up speed.

Some find it amusing to imagine that finance would vanish in the wake
of digital disruption, but that is not what we observe occurring. Finance
will undoubtedly be leaner, but operational finance staffing will mostly
determine this (order-to-cash, procure-to-pay, transactional accounting,
etc.). Business finance (business partnering, reporting, planning,
budgeting, forecasting, etc.) and specialist finance (tax, treasury, IR, etc.)
assistance is expected to be more important than ever.

With operations automated, finance will double down on business insights and service. Failure is not
certain. If finance is able to provide value will determine whether it can continue to steer the resources
that are already in its possession. That will necessitate superior customer service and high-caliber insights.
Some financial institutions will develop into complete business service facilities. Companies are aware
that, despite the hassles, sharing information across specialties is beneficial. Learn how to maximize
boundary-blurring situations.

3. Finance cycles

Finance goes real time. Periodic reporting will no longer drive operations and decisions—if it ever did.
Traditional cycles lose their relevance when both actuals and predictions are instantaneously available
upon request. The traditional line separating operational data from analytical data is starting to blur.
Finance departments will still need to satisfy cyclical information requests from the outside world, but
investors may also request more frequent performance updates. There is no close, will serve as the guiding
principle for leading organisations. You don't do monthly or quarterly forecasting. Everything is occurring
in real time. 

 

Finance Sector by 2025

2. The role of finance
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Technology and the limitations of data processing are major drivers of many financial cycles today.
Because it's the only way they can happen, things take place according to a regular schedule. Traditional
cycles are no longer required as information is instantly accessible to those who require it. That enables
them to concentrate on developing fresh insights.

 
4. Self-service

Self-service will become the norm. Finance will be uneasy about this. There are many business individuals
who don't require assistance with basic finances. They would be glad to ask inquiries and receive answers
from a computerised voice on their smartphones. The generation of reports, budget queries, and other tasks
will all be automated. Smart agents will eventually figure out what sorts of business information a certain
person wants and will proactively give that information. Spreadsheet data will eventually be replaced with
aesthetically appealing, intuitively usable data as that future develops. Getting self-service right is crucial
due to the rising demands placed on finance in terms of timeliness and quality. The last thing finance wants
is for its clients to feel annoyed or helpless when they are responsible for taking care of themselves.

 
5. Operating models

New service delivery models will emerge as robots and algorithms join a more diverse finance workforce
—think about the integration of freelancers, gig workers, and crowds. Businesses will compare the
advantages of automation to activities conducted onshore and offshore. Finance firms have the chance to
review how they are structured, where work is done, and what sorts of activities no longer require human
involvement thanks to automation, which offers a new lever for reducing expenses. The popularity of
finance-as-a-service will spread beyond mid-market businesses. Offshoring and outsourcing may
experience major change for businesses, with individual suppliers and their skills likely to appear very
different from how they do now. Finance firms that aren't getting ready today for the future will struggle
as a result of the requirement to create dynamic, cross-functional teams. Good leaders will be crucial for
managing these transformations, as with all changes.

6. Enterprise resource planning

Finance applications and micro-services will challenge traditional ERP. Big vendors will be prepared.
Despite the fact that ERP companies are already integrating new technologies like automation, block chain,
and cognitive tools into their solutions, competition will still exist. As new companies enter the ERP market
with specialized apps and micro-services that sit on top of—and integrate with—ERP systems, expect the
landscape to change. 

You'll be kept up to speed on the most recent release thanks to cloud-based ERP.A technological golden era
is beginning for finance. Finance apps and micro-services will flourish as cloud computing for ERP
becomes standard. Without losing functionality, you may substantially cut down on the complexity and cost
of technology.
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7. Data standardisation 

Data standardization will be aided by the growth of APIs, but it won't be sufficient. Many businesses will
still be battling to fix their data problems. Few businesses are putting in the effort required to align and
integrate data, which prevents them from realizing the full benefits of digital transformation. Those
looking for a panacea to fix their data issues will be let down. The labor will still be challenging and
arduous, but automation and cognitive computing will make it easier to do. What subject are we
discussing? Commas, acronyms, data entry fields, nomenclature, and many more comparable elements. It
doesn't have much glitter or glamour. However, it is crucial. Many CFOs are unaware of the underlying
data issues that exist, and some are unaware of the labor-intensive nature of the tasks necessary to meet
their requirements. That's partially because there isn't much incentive for employees to take on more
responsibility and partly because the challenges entail technological concerns.

 
8. Workforce & workplace

Employees will be doing new things in new ways, some of which will make CFOs uncomfortable. Data
scientists, business analysts, and storytellers are valued highly in finance talent models, which are rapidly
developing. For many financial businesses, this constitutes a significant change. Make sure your new
personnel reflect the future you want to achieve in order to be prepared. In addition to the technical skills
required for certain tasks, important attributes include a strong commitment to providing excellent
customer service, adaptability, and great teamwork abilities. Additionally, every member of your staff
should be able to communicate effectively and have an impact on others. Make each new hire matter.

Comparatively speaking, implementing new technology is easier than altering your talent model.
Although there is no doubt that they are interconnected, cultural and organizational changes that affect
your workforce may require more time and consideration. Every new recruit in your finance department
needs to be seen through the prism of 2025.

A shift has taken place in the insurance sector. The difficulties posed by COVID-19 were astonishingly
successfully overcome by insurers. The industry went above and above for its clients, met its growing
commitments to policyholders, managed unprecedented business interruptions, and demonstrated its own
relevance during a severe crisis.

To address the macroeconomic effects of COVID-19, environmental, social, and governance (ESG)
difficulties, and workforce-related challenges, it is necessary to evaluate the direction the sector is taking and
what long-term adjustments are required. 

Insurance 2025:
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1. Go on the offensive with digital

Build unique customer intelligence
Engage in digital ecosystems. 
Build unique customer intelligence. 
Build products and services to meet the 

Disrupt your distribution. 
Re-engineer the value chain as a set of digital services. 
Adopt a digital mindset.

       demands of a digital world. 

2. Embrace customer-centric ecosystems
Reimagine customer value.
Pick your spot and align capabilities. 
Build a network of trusted partners. 
Design for digital collaboration. 
Align the operating model for multi-nodal value creation.

3. Embed ESG in your organization’s core

Elevate the understanding of ESG in your organization. 
Make social responsibility a core ethos of your purpose. 
Embed ESG in business strategy. 
Make ESG actions and results transparent.

Since the concepts of trust and societal purpose are now more important than ever in the business, several
market participants are reevaluating their long-term plan. We created our opinions on insurance in 2025
and beyond in light of this context and as a follow-up to our Future of Insurance 2020 research. Our
research identifies five market trends and five imperatives that insurers must take into account as they
reevaluate their business plans. An industry that has historically been risk-averse and sluggish to adapt is
going through an exciting and difficult moment. Insurers now need to use the momentum they've built to
reevaluate the future and rethink their position in society.

 Deepika Amala Rani V 
SRO0764815
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What is CBDC?        
    
Well as the name suggests it is a digital currency issued by the central bank of a country.
                       
You guys must now wonder well there is already digital currency existing and words like crypto , bitcoin
have suddenly peeped in our lives like all the unknown aunties and uncles on the day of our result…then
what is the new hype around it?
                       
Well in simple terms Cryptocurrency is also like a digital currency. But the major difference is that it is
backed by Blockchain technology which was explained by one of my friends in the previous technical
session. But just to give an idea about it…blockchain is a shared ledger which helps in recording and
tracking assets. They run on distributed-ledger technology, meaning that multiple devices all over the
world, not one central hub, are constantly verifying the accuracy of the transaction. But this is different
from a central bank issuing a digital currency.
It has a centralised control - so obviously authenticated by one sole authority. It is basically like RBI
giving electronic coins instead of printing currencies. It is like saying "Instead of carrying this wallet, I
will carry money on the phone"

 How CBDCs are different from the digital money?

These days many of us have started to make payments digitally. These include a wide range of electronic
payments such as UPI, wallet to wallet, and the usual NEFT, IMPS and RTGS. In such a scenario, the
question is, how CBDCs are different from the digital money that we have been already accustomed to
using?

In all the existing formats of digital payments, banking solutions have been at the core. You need a bank 

CBDCS (CENTRAL BANK DIGITAL CURRENCY)- BRIDGING THE GAP IN
INNOVATION
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account to transfer the money from one account to another. Even in the case of wallets, cards and UPI
payments, an account is a must. The liability of these account transfers lies with the corresponding
commercial banks. Similarly, when banks pay each other, they pay in reserves from accounts with the RBI.
However, consumers can’t make direct transactions where the liability lies with the Central Bank until and
unless it’s physical cash.

In the case of CBDC, the liability will be that of the Central Banks (or RBI in India’s case). One may not
need to have a bank account to make digital payments as they do in the case of existing digital transactions.  
CBDC would likely be implemented using a database run by the central bank, government, or approved
private-sector entities. The database would keep a record of the amount of money held by every entity,
such as people and corporations.

How Would A CBDC Transaction Typically Work?

According to IMF, CBDCs could be operated by a central bank in three ways.
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While most of the CBDCs are still under the research phase or development phase, let’s understand the
China Model of CBDC which was launched for trials in April 2020.

China has introduced intermediated CBDC where the People’s Bank of China (PBoC) is at the top level
and monitors and controls the entire CBDC flow. eCNY is disbursed through accounts/digital wallets and
hence a user will have to first go to tier 2 companies to open a digital wallet.

Currently, PBoC has allowed six largest state-owned banks, and two internet banks as tier 2 companies.
Once the wallet is made, a wide range of features have been incorporated into the wallets which the users
avail by using peer to peer eCNY transfers.

The eCNY transactions can be done offline as well as online.
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Financial inclusion: It helps in including the people who aren’t currently under the bank’s perview.
So the government no longer needs to depend upon a complex financial system or intermediaries like
banks to connect to people in remote areas. It can now devise its own schemes to increase the
accessibility as there is possibility of eliminating the intermediary as I told in the case of Unilateral
CBDC.

Prevents illicit activity: A CBDC makes it feasible for a central bank to keep track of the exact
location of every unit of the currency. This tracking has 2 advantages:

Acts as a Proof of transaction: A digital record of proof always exists to prove that money has been
exchanged between two parties and thus it avoids problems with respect to cash such as short-
changing, cash theft and acts as a valid evidence in the court in case of any future disputes

Now what is the need for this?   
          

 i) Tax collection: It makes tax avoidance and tax evasion much more difficult, since it would become    
 impossible to use methods such as offshore banking and unreported employment to hide financial activity
from the central bank or government.

ii) Combating crime: It makes it much easier to identify criminal activity by observing the financial aspects
of the situation and thus put an end to it. Also if the criminal activity has already occurred, it is possible to
track instantly and reverse the transaction and even return the money back to the victim. 
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Technological efficiency: Instead of relying on intermediaries such as banks and clearing houses,
money transfers and payments could be made in real time, directly from the payer to the payee. Being
real time has some advantages:            

 Reduces (or eliminates) transaction fees: current payment systems like Visa, Mastercard, American
Express etc. have a fee attached to each transaction and lowering or eliminating these fees could lead
to widespread price drops and increased adoption of digital payments.This is possible by CBDC.

Sometimes goods/services can't be bought / sold at the expected price and expected time due to failure of
payment verification by some clearing houses. Also, it helps in eliminating risks arising because of
exchange rate fluctuations as transactions can now be made real time.

EXAMPLE: 
It is possible for an Indian importer to pay its American exporter on a real time basis in digital dollars,
without the need for intermediary. This transaction would be final and would not even require that US
Federal Reserve is open for settlement.
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All of us are aware of crypto but the biggest fear surrounding around them is that is not yet having the
legal tag. CBDC , obviously being backed by the government and it being recognised as a legal tender
improves the confidence of investors and also boosts a healthy competition.

Risks/Challenges:-
1) One of the major issue is currency substitution or dollarization.
It simply means a situation when a country begins to use a foreign currency in parallel to or instead of
their domestic currency.

What is the impact of the same?

Currency substitution leads to the loss of seignior-age revenue, the loss of monetary policy autonomy,
and the loss of the exchange rate instruments. What is Seignior-age revenue?

Seignior-age revenues are the profits generated when monetary authorities issue currency. (Difference
between the face value and the metal value of the coins).
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When adopting a foreign currency as legal tender, a monetary authority needs to withdraw the domestic
currency and give up future seigniorage revenue. The country loses the rights to its autonomous monetary
and exchange rate policies, even in times of financial emergency.

2) Another major problem is the banking system disintermediation. While it has its own benefits as I
mentioned previously, one major issue is that of full reserves. 
What do I mean by that? But before that I would like to talk about zero reserve.

CBDCS (CENTRAL BANK DIGITAL CURRENCY)- BRIDGING THE GAP IN
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Zero reserve: Today, commercial banks in some countries (US, UK, EU, etc) don't need a reserve
requirement anymore. So every time a person, asks for a loan, he / she offers a loan guarantee (which is
basically a private property like a car, a building, etc), and then the bank temporarily creates a new deposit
(money), lends this money to the person, and when the borrower pays off the loan plus the interest, the
initial deposit is deleted, and the bank keeps the interest.

CBDCs are fully reserved, so if a person wants this form of money, they just buy it from the central bank.
In this case commercial banks don't create debt or new money, and they don't earn any interest. So money
flow or money creation is not happening properly.

If CBDC’s start to become more attractive, it might lead to weakening of the balance sheet position of
commercial banks. In the extreme, this could make banks' funding positions weaker. However if the
introduction of CBDC follows a set of core principles, the risk of a massive shift from bank deposits to
CBDC is addressed . A central bank could also limit the demand of CBDCs by setting a ceiling on the
amount of holdings.
3) There has also been confusion about the operational aspects of a CBDC. How would one differentiate
between a normal rupee in a bank account that can be used to complete a transaction via internet banking or
Unified Payments Interface and a digital rupee or CBDC?

One can turn to The Bahamas for some clarity.

The Central Bank of The Bahamas launched its CBDC, the Sand Dollar, in October 2020. Sand Dollars are
held in secured digital wallets, or e-wallets, and can be accessed through a mobile app or physical payment
card. Authorised agents enrol users via their applications.

Users must decide their level of CBDC engagement. The basic e-wallet tier has a holding limit of $500,
with a monthly transaction limit of $1,500. Operating under this tier doesn't require the user to furnish any
government identity proof. However, it means tier-I e-wallets can't be linked to bank accounts.

Tier-II e-wallets can be linked to bank accounts. They have a far higher holding limit of $8,000 and a
monthly transaction limit of $10,000. These facilities require a government issued identity proof for
enrolment. There is a distinction between Bahamian dollars held in a bank account and Sand Dollars in the
e-wallet. But they can be moved from one to the other, but this is possible only in the case of Tier 2 e-
wallets.
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Where Does India Stand In The Global CBDC Race

There are essentially five categories under which the countries can be classified based on their current
stage:
1.Launched CDBC Already
2.Pilot Phase
3.Development Phase
4.Research Phase
5.Rest Of the Countries

India belongs to the third stage, along with the likes of Russia, Israel, Japan and Australia. The US and 39
other countries still fall into the research stage.

Our Finance Minister has announced the launch of Digital Rupee in this yr’s Budget speech. After Cabinet
approval, the government will ask the central bank to start work on the launch. In fact, the RBI has already
begun the ground work. The Digital Rupee is expected to hit the ground sometime this year going by the
comments of the government and RBI.
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CONCLUSION:

Well we have seen both sides of the coin.
But at the end of the day everything depends upon implementation.
I just hope that no one in the future sings a song like:

Once upon a time 
There was a new currency 
People called it CBDC and
People talked about it without knowing its ABCD,
Well some told it can bring stability, transparency,
And some told it can increase the financial accessibility,
But no one told that they are going to steal my identity(Data Breach guys!!!)
And I just felt I had betrayed my friends for life
Physical cash
I am sorry I treated you like thrash
All these electronic coins will come and go
But no one can ever separate us two
I will carry you anywhere and everywhere 
And I promise you I will never shift to someone else

WELL THIS CAN BE THE SITUATION AS PEOPLE MIGHT GET RELUCTANT TO CHANGE
THEIR MINDSET IF THEIR CONFIDENCE GETS SHATTERED DUE TO POOR
IMPLEMENTATION OF WHAT MIGHT SEEM TO BE A GOOD IDEA ATLEAST AS OF NOW.

 R Shwetha
SRO0731776
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REVISE AND RECALL MARATHON FOR CA FINAL NOVEMBER 2022 EXAM

CA MURALIDHARAN (Faculty - FINANCIAL REPORTING) HEMNATH (Host)
CA VIJAYLAKSHMI (Dean of SIRC Coaching Classes) 14-10-2022

CA SANTHI GANAPATHY (Faculty - STRATEGIC FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT)
SUSHMITHA (Host) 15-10-2022
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REVISE AND RECALL MARATHON FOR CA FINAL NOVEMBER 2022 EXAM

CA K HARIHARAN (Faculty - SCMPE) HEMNATH (Host) 18-10-2022

CA DURGESH SINGH (Faculty - DIRECT TAX) NITHISH KANNAN 19-10-2022
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REVISE AND RECALL MARATHON FOR CA FINAL NOVEMBER 2022 EXAM

MR. A S HARIHARA KUMAR (Faculty - IDT) 
NITHISH KANNAN (Host) 20-10-2022

CA S SRIKANTH (Faculty - LAW) 
NITHISH KANNAN (Host) 21-10-2022
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REVISE AND RECALL MARATHON FOR CA FINAL NOVEMBER 2022 EXAM

CA VIKAS OSWAL (Faculty - AUDITING ) 20-10-2022
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REVISE AND RECALL MARATHON FOR CA INTER NOVEMBER 2022 EXAM

CA MF JAISON (Faculty - ACCOUNTING) RAGHUL (HOST)
CA VIJAYLAKSHMI (Dean of SIRC Coaching Classes) 14-10-2022

CA P RAMASAMY (Faculty - DIRECT TAX) 15-10-2022
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REVISE AND RECALL MARATHON FOR CA INTER NOVEMBER 2022 EXAM

CA SANTHI GANAPATHY (Faculty - COSTING & MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING)
RAGHUL (HOST) 16-10-2022

CA SANJAY KADEL (Faculty - SM) DEEPASHREE (HOST) 16-10-2022
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REVISE AND RECALL MARATHON FOR CA INTER NOVEMBER 2022 EXAM

CA S JOHN KENNEDY (Faculty - EIS) DEEPASHREE (HOST) 16-10-2022

CS BHARATH KUMAR (Faculty - ECONOMICS) 17-10-2022
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REVISE AND RECALL MARATHON FOR CA INTER NOVEMBER 2022 EXAM

CA K HARIHARAN (Faculty - FM) HEMNATH (HOST) 17-10-2022

CA GP KASTHURIRANGAN (Faculty - ADVANCED ACCOUNTING)
HEMNATH (HOST) 18-10-2022
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REVISE AND RECALL MARATHON FOR CA INTER NOVEMBER 2022 EXAM

CA VIKAS OSWAL (Faculty - AUDITING ) 19-10-2022

CA PUNARVAS JAYAKUMAR (Faculty - ADVANCED ACCOUNTING)
HEMNATH (HOST) 21 & 22-10-2022
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Students were given the opportunity to welcome and meet
CA PIYUSH GOYAL sir (UNION MINISTER OF COMMERCE) in

the SIRC premises on 16-10-2022
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ORATORS FORUM

Orators Forum 48th Weekly Meet on 02-10-2022

Orators Forum 49th Weekly Meet on 09-10-2022
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ORATORS FORUM

Orators Forum 50th Weekly Meet on 16-10-2022

Orators Forum 51st Weekly Meet on 23-10-2022


